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Abstract— Recently introduced wind turbine blade deflection
sensing system using ultrawideband technology is described.
Challenges of simulating microwave propagation along the blade
using the finite-difference time-domain method are outlined. Two
straightforward techniques that have been used to speed up
the FDTD simulation are presented: load balancing of parallel
processes and the moving frame technique. In addition, a simple
method to reduce the numerical dispersion error of the FDTD
method is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind energy is one of the solutions to reducing our CO2
footprint, but the cost of generating electricity from wind is
still relatively high. One way how to reduce the cost is to
install larger rotors with longer blades, but this comes with
increased risk of tower strike due to the blade flexibility,
and therefore the turbine is not allowed to operate in the
strongest winds when most of the energy could be harvested.
Our proposed solution is a blade deflection sensing system,
which will provide early warning for possible tower strike and
consequently allow the turbine into higher loads.
The deflection sensing system [1] consists of two antennas
at the tip of the blade and two antennas at its root, and a
cable inside the blade that feeds the tip antennas. Bending of
the blade is determined by triangulation based on the time
of arrival of an ultrawideband (UWB) pulse covering the 3–5
GHz band launched by the tip antennas and received at the root
antennas (see Fig. 1). Unfortunately, the tip antenna must be
placed inside the blade due to aerodynamic noise and exposure
to lighting, and the pulsed wave needs to traverse the fiberglass
shell at very high angle of incidence and then propagate almost
parallel to the blade surface. As a result, there will be many
multipath components in the received waveform and the design
of the wireless link becomes extremely challenging.
In order to predict the link budget, we have simulated
the propagation in our in-house finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) code. We have shown that despite the challenges
the FDTD method is capable of delivering results that are
in good agreement with measurements [2]. However, due to
the enormous size of the blade (58.7 m) and necessary spatial
resolution (5 mm), each simulation of the blade took 17 hours
to finish. Moreover, the numerical dispersion of the Yee-FDTD
scheme [3] caused substantial distortion of the received pulse.
In this paper, we present the measures that have been taken
to reduce the computation time of the simulations and to
minimize the error due to numerical dispersion.
Fig. 1. Principle of the wind turbine blade deflection sensing system with
distance estimation using time of arrival on UWB wireless links.
II. LOAD BALANCING
The simulation of the blade required using the perfectly
matched layers (PML) as an outer boundary imitating open
space. The PML thickness was 50 cells due to the elongated
shape of the computational domain and grazing incidence of
the propagating waves. Since our in-house FDTD code uses
MPI library for deployment on parallel clusters, the domain
must be partitioned into regular segments. However, the corner
segments contained large portions of the PML layers where
more computations need to be performed per FDTD cycle.
The entire simulation was then slowed down because other
segments needed to wait in each time step for the corner
“heavy” ones.
The solution to this problem was to perform load balancing
of the segments [4] using a very simple algorithm. The benefit
was 22 % shorter running time of the simulation, by changing
only the boundaries of the MPI segments in the code, without
modifying the algorithm of the method itself.
III. MOVING FRAME FDTD METHOD
Running times have been significantly reduced by imple-
menting the moving frame FDTD technique [5]. Since all
important information of the short UWB pulse is contained in
a very small volume of space at each time instant (see Fig. 2),
it is possible to reduce the computational burden by calculating
the FDTD update equations only in a subdomain (frame) that is
moving along the length of the blade as time progresses. Fields
ahead of the frame do not have to be calculated because the
pulse did not reach there yet. On the other hand, fields behind
the frame need not be calculated either because all scattering
from this area arrives after the important part of the pulse.
The z-coordinate frame boundaries are calculated at each
time instant t in the simulation by
z1 = zTX − vgt (1)
z2 = z1 + vgT + buffer (2)
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Fig. 2. Principle of the Moving Frame FDTD method. The relevant fields (yellow) are enclosed between the pulse front (red) and pulse back (blue) spheres.
As a result, only the fields inside the moving frame (bold outline) need to be calculated.
where vg is the group velocity of propagation in the z-
direction along the FDTD grid (lower than speed of light due
to numerical dispersion), T is the time interval of interest in the
output pulse, and zTX is the z-coordinate of the TX antenna.
The buffer accounts for slower propagation when the pulse
traverses the fiberglass shell of the blade.
The pulse obtained using the moving frame technique is in
excellent agreement with FDTD applied on the full domain,
see Fig. 3. The running times have been reduced from the
original 17 hours to 1.5 hours on our parallel cluster with 288
cores, which allows for much faster optimizations.
IV. DISPERSION COMPENSATION
The pulse waveform as seen in Fig. 3 is affected by
numerical dispersion inherent in the FDTD method. To obtain
more accurate results, a dispersion compensation [6] can be
applied to the output waveform E
E(comp) = E · e j(k̃z−k)r (3)
where r is the distance between TX and RX, k = ω/c is the













is the dispersive wavenumber due to FDTD propagation along
the z-coordinate of the grid. Comparison of the dispersion
compensated waveform with measured pulse on a real blade
is shown in Fig. 4.
V. CONCLUSIONS
FDTD Simulation of UWB propagation along large irregu-
larly shaped dielectric bodies, such as a wind turbine blade,
can be challenging in terms of computational resources and
accuracy. However, as we have shown, even by applying
relatively simple techniques and modifications, the running
times can be reduced, sometimes quite dramatically, and more
accurate results can be obtained by compensating for the
numerical dispersion error.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between fields obtained by the original full domain
FDTD (blue) and the Moving Frame FDTD (red dashed) methods.
Fig. 4. Comparison between output signals simulated with dispersion
compensation (blue) and measured (red). The delay includes also the traveling
time in the cable.
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